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On the trail of nature

 

Out and about in the nature reserve with experts! 

This year locals and visitors will enjoy a unique offer in the Kaiser Mountains nature reserve: from May to 

September guided walks will be offered in the nature reserve on a variety of nature themes. And all of it free 

of charge! Look forward to our hikes with various experts from the Natopia association, the hunting communi-

ty, the University of Innsbruck and the Austrian Federal Forestry Office.  They will take you on a journey that 

lets you look more closely at the nature reserve. Regardless of your age, the programme will be adjusted to 

suit the group. This means that families or specialist groups are also welcome. You will research and observe, 

your senses will be sharpened, answers will be found to questions, you will marvel and discover, and there's 

also plenty of hiking fun. Enjoy the beauty of nature from a different perspective. You'll be surprised! 

 

The hikes 

The meeting point for these free walks is always the bottom station of the Kaiserlift in Kufstein. After taking 

the Kaiserlift up we will focus on our special theme. The hike will take around three hours. Details about the 

offers can be found at the TVB info office or in the folder. 

 

Please note that registration is required up to two days before the hike, either at the TVB info office or via +43 

5372 62207 or info@kufstein.com 

 

The following topics are offered: 

Follow the spring 

Everything is fluttering and buzzing 

Edible landscape – herbal walk 

Who was here? – tracks in the nature reserve 

What's crawling under our feet? Ants etc. 

Neophytes – the plant migrants 

Beautiful but poisonous! 

The geology of the Kaiser Mountains 

Forest and water – two good partners? 

Walking with all your senses 

Royal orchids 

Birds – more than just a handful of feathers 

The hunting ground nearby 

The origin of life – insights into evolution 

Mysterious trees 

Flower sex 

Nature in our sights... and much more 


